Embedded Works appointed as VAR for OriginGPS, the
market leader in GNSS/GPS modules.
Embedded Works will now be offering the world’s smallest GNSS/GPS modules, further enhancing
its wide portfolio of embedded wireless solutions.
Santa Clara, CA USA – March 28, 2017 Embedded Works, a distributor of embedded wireless
IoT & M2M components, announced it has been appointed to be an authorized distributor of
OriginGPS’s GNSS/GPS products. Incorporating the fully-integrated modules enables
shortening development cycles in advanced solutions and addresses growing demands for
IoT-enabled products.
Since 2004, Embedded Works has provided a full spectrum of wireless technologies for the
embedded and wireless market place, assisting design engineers and IoT companies to
integrate the latest in WLAN and WWAN solutions. The agreement includes OriginGPS’s
comprehensive family of ultra-small GNSS/GPS modules and antenna products, which establish
absolute reliability and sensitivity for precision GNSS/GPS solutions.
“OriginGPS has completely changed the landscape on how solution engineers and systems
integrators design global positioning solutions. We are excited to add OriginGPS as a new
partner to our program of world-class suppliers, and thus provide our customers additional cost
savings with simple implementations for GNSS/GPS embedded solutions,” said Andy Do,
President of Embedded Works.
“We selected Embedded Works for its extensive working knowledge of IoT-enabling products
and advanced navigation technologies. OriginGPS’s small form factor GNSS/GPS modules are
a bellwether of change for highly flexible GNSS solutions, and will enable Embedded Works to
expand its offering, meeting cost and performance demands and minimizing solution footprints.
Additionally, we look forward to working with Embedded Works as we expand our product lines
in the near future,” said Robert van Tilburg, VP Global Sales and Business Development of
OriginGPS.
To learn more about the OriginGPS’s products available from Embedded Works, please visit
embeddedworks.net/origingps.

About Us
Embedded Works is a value-added technology distributor and integrator aimed at the RF and
wireless market. We offer a full spectrum of wireless products and services to help engineers,
marketeers, sales and executive management succeed in overcoming the challenges of
wireless integration.
More than just a niche distributor, our company understands the complexities of RF, software
development and the world of embedded design. Therefore, we've aligned ourselves with worldclass suppliers and design houses to deliver end-to-end wireless solutions, from start to finish!
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